INSTRUMENTS   OF   POLICY
that Agreement less than Rs. 800 (£54) per month, plus
allowances.1 The larger pay was undoubtedly due to the
British officials in consideration of their experience and of
their foreign standard of living. Nevertheless, it cannot be
denied that British officials employed by the clraq Government,
numbering 569 in 1923,* while contributing invaluable aid to
the Administration, drew heavily upon the resources of the
Government which was forced at the same time to maintain a
staff of its own nationals.
The greatest defect of the system, however, was the duality
of responsibility, even after time and experience had created
precedents and had defined spheres of duties. Friction and
deadlock when officials did not see eye to eye often occurred,
extending in some cases over a period of several months, im-
peding administration, checking initiative and providing con-
firmation for the belief held by 'Iraqis that Great Britain was
primarily interested in her own imperial policy rather than in
the welfare of 'Iraq.3 In time, the dualism became one of the
most vexing questions in 'Iraq's political circles, a special term,
al-Wddha* al-Shadh (perplexing predicament), being invented.
It became the explanation of all the difficulties in administra-
tion. If innovations incurred the displeasure of 'Iraqis, if
revenue assessments rose, if revenue fell, if financial of judicial
favours could not be obtained according to time-honoured
practices or if there was not employment for 'Iraqis, the 'Iraqi
officials often put the blame on the British officials who, they
1	Cmd, 2120, British Officials* Agreement, Schedules II and III.
2	Progress of 'Iraq, p. 292, gives the following table of British and Indian
officials in 'Iraq Government Service
1920      1923      1926      1929      1931
British Gazetted Officers	364	*Bi	148	130	"8
British Nursing Sisters	23	27	23	I7	*4
British Non-Gazetted Officers	484	3$i	53	34	**
Indian Officials	2,035	1,270	250	S3	3°
Total	2,906     1,839       474       234        *tf
3	For an account of the friction between British and  Iraqi officers, see
Asian Soc., Vol. xi (1924), p. 73-
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